Abstract-This paper studies the optimal noise reduction problem for oversampled filter banks (FBs) with perfect reconstruction (PR) constraint. Both the optimal design and worst case design are considered, where the former caters for the noise with known power spectral density ( Index Terms-Dual frame, noise reduction, oversampled filter banks, perfect reconstruction, state-space approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VERSAMPLED filter banks (FBs) with redundant signal expansions has been extensively studied in recent years. The noise reduction properties, extra design freedom and improved capacity for signal and information representation are their main advantages [1] - [6] . Oversampled FBs have found applications in broad real world problems, for example, the analysis and design of subband coders, precoders and equalizers in data compression and communications [7] - [9] , and the analysis and design of imaging and reconstruction process in parallel magnetic resonance imaging (pMRI) [10] . In these applications, perfect reconstruction (PR), or equivalently zero forcing equalization in communications, is often desired. Because of the redundance in oversampled FBs, the PR synthesis FBs are not unique for a given analysis FB, which renders other design objectives in conjunction with PR in the design of synthesis FBs. One of these objectives is subband noise reduction. J. Zhang is with the Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering, Monash University, VIC3800, Australia (e-mail: jingxin.zhang@eng. monash.edu.au).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSP. 2009.2024280 Subband noises arise from subband quantization, subband channel uncertainties and subband contaminations, which lower the coding gain in subband coding [7] , increase the bit error rate in data communication [8] and introduce image artifacts in pMRI [10] . Therefore, the optimal noise reduction of PR synthesis FBs is an issue of practical and theoretical importance.
Using an elegant frame theoretic approach, [1] , [2] , and [7] have proven that an oversampled analysis FB with stable (not necessarily causal) inverse constitutes a frame in , and the PR synthesis FBs for this analysis FB are its dual frames [11] . Among all these dual frames, the canonical dual, given by the parapseudo inverse of the analysis FB, has the minimum norm and is optimal for subband noise reduction if the noises are independent and white. In [1] , a parameterization of all dual frame synthesis FBs is given, which provides a general framework for the optimal design of PR synthesis FBs with respect to different criteria for noise reduction. This parameterization is further refined in [12] and [13] by revealing the true dimension of the free parameters. However, to our best knowledge, there has been no direct application of this parameterization to any optimal design of PR synthesis FBs. This paper studies the following problem: Given an oversampled analysis FB satisfying PR condition, find one synthesis FB from the entire set of all dual frame PR synthesis FBs, which is optimal with respect to different criteria for subband noise reduction, and compute efficiently and reliably this optimal synthesis FB. This problem is cast into a generic problem of finding an optimal parameter matrix to minimize the weighted norm of synthesis FB. The solution is derived using a novel state-space parameterization of all PR synthesis FBs.
A key feature of the state-space parameterization and computation is that the state-space model can represent the infinite dimensional frames of the FBs in the finite dimensional statespace. Thus, it enables explicit and precise analysis and evaluation of the proposed noise reduction problem with algebraic operations of finite dimensional numerical matrices. This resolves the difficulties of the inevitable complicated symbolic operations and infinite dimensional computations in the polyphase representation and evaluation of FBs.
Since the dual frame PR synthesis FBs are generally noncausal and IIR, their state-space parameterization is nontrivial and is deduced from the authors' recent results [5] on the frame theory based analysis and design of oversampled FBs. This new parameterization, together with the results of [5] , renders efficient and reliable optimization methods. These methods involve only algebraic Riccati equation and finite dimensional matrix operations without the approximation generally required in the current literature.
The above generic solution is used to address two classes of subband noises under three different measures of noise reduction: the colored noises with known or unknown power spectral density (PSD); the , generalized and norms of the synthesis FB with nonsingular or singular weighting matrices. The optimal solution and state-space based efficient computation method are obtained for each case, and the relations between different cases are analyzed and revealed.
It is important to pointed out that the noise reduction design of synthesis FBs has been considered previously by many authors, e.g., [9] and [14] - [18] . But the problems considered and results obtained in these works are different from those in this paper. The FBs considered in [14] - [18] are critically sampled, which have no redundance. Hence, the synthesis FBs designed in [14] - [18] do not have PR property. The optimal zero forcing equalizer (PR synthesis FB) designed in [9] is restricted to be causal, thus it is applicable only to the analysis FBs having causal stable inverse. Whereas the problem studied in this paper is frame theory based: the analysis FBs considered are FB frames with stable but not necessarily causal inverse, and the synthesis FBs designed are their dual frames which are not necessarily causal (however stability is guaranteed).
Because this paper studies a different problem, its results differ significantly from those of [9] and [14] - [18] , which are based on standard and filtering. The most startling result of this paper is that of Theorems 4 and 6: for an analysis FB that constitutes a frame, the optimal dual frame PR synthesis FB for subband noise reduction is the same for all the two classes of noises and the three different norms discussed above. To our best knowledge, this result and the result of state-space computation of the optimal dual frame PR synthesis FBs have not been reported previously.
The paper is organized as follows. The background knowledge of FB, frame theory, state-space method are presented in Section II. Section III presents an exact parameterization of all PR synthesis FBs. In Section IV, the optimal design problems of PR oversampled FB are formulated and solved systematically by the tool of matrix completion. The optimal design for noises with known PSD and worst-case design for noises with unknown PSD are studied in Sections V and VI, respectively, by using the theory developed in Section VI. The optimal design subject to singular weighting matrix is studied in Section VII based on the result of Section VI. Numerical examples are given in Section VIII to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IX.
The notations of this paper is quite standard. For a matrix , its transpose, conjugate transpose, trace and eigenvalues are denoted by , , and , respectively. Denote if is full column rank and if is full row rank.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. PR Oversampled FBs
Consider the -channel oversampled FB with decimation factor shown in Fig. 1 . In the figure, and are the input and reconstructed signals;
, are the subband noises; and , , , (1) where is a free parameter of any stable transfer matrix (2) is (the pseudo inverse of ) the PR synthesis FB corresponding to the canonical dual frame of [1] , [2] , and is the conjugate transpose of . Hereafter, and given in (1) and (2) will be called the dual frame and canonical dual frame synthesis FBs, respectively. Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 below provide a computationally effective method to obtain the canonical dual frame synthesis FB given in (2) . Their proofs are given in [21] and [5] , respectively.
B. State-Space Representations and Computation
Lemma 2: For with a minimal causal realization , assume the following.
A1
. has full column rank (the rank equals the number of columns) for all . Then can be factorized in the form
where and are rational transfer matrices, and is causal stable, satisfying . Moreover, and can be obtained from the state-space realization (4) where and are given by (5) and is the unique solution to the algebraic Riccati equation (6) which guarantees that all the eigenvalues of are within the unit circle.
Theorem 1:
Let be a polyphase matrix of an analysis FB satisfying the condition A1. Let , and be as defined in (5) and (6). The canonical dual frame synthesis FB is given by , where and are respectively the causal stable and anti-causal stable part of and are given by (7) (8) where is the solution of the following Lyapunov equation
Remark 1: For filter banks with rational filters (causal or non-causal), it follows from Weierstrass's Theorem [20] that always has a causal realization (maybe unstable) by adding some delays. Or in other words, one can make the transfer matrix proper by multiplying with large enough. 
C. The Norms of Signals and Systems
The (or Chebyshev) norm [9] , [21] of , denoted as , is given by (10) where is the largest eigenvalue.
The generalized norm of , denoted as , is given by (11) As seen from the above, measures the power gain of for white noise inputs, measures the maximum power gain for all power bounded inputs, while measures the maximum peak of the output for all power bounded inputs. For more details about these norms of signals and systems, see [21] , [23] , and [25] .
III. STATE-SPACE PARAMETERIZATION OF PR SYNTHESIS FBS
As seen from Lemma 1, for oversampled FB, the PR synthesis FBs (if exist) are not unique and all these FBs can be parameterized by . Therefore, one can use the design freedom embedded in the free parameter to achieve other design objectives in addition to PR. This can be done by first computing the canonical dual frame synthesis FB with Theorem 1 and then searching the free parameter matrix . In [5] , effective computation algorithms have been provided to obtain in the state-space form (7)- (8) and to obtain the state-space representation of . Using these results, the state-space based searching algorithms of may be developed. However, parameterizing with the transfer matrix does not reflect the true freedom available for designing . In [12] , [13] it has been shown that the freedom embedded in is actually only . Theorem 2 below will extend the results of [5] , [12] , [13] to derive a state-space parameterization for the optimal design of . To present the theorem, the following technical results are introduced.
For an analysis FB with polyphase representation and , let and be associated with as given in (5) and (6) . Let , and be such that
Then the following lemma can be easily proved by direct system manipulations [21] , [24] . Lemma 3: is unitary, i.e.,
With the above lemma, the following theorem can be established.
Theorem 2:
Let be a polyphase matrix of an analysis FB satisfying the condition A1. The set of all dual frame PR synthesis FBs are given by (14) where is given in Theorem 1, is given by (the reciprocal conjugate transpose of) (13) 
in (1) and by noting that . Remark 2: i) Theorem 2 coincides with the result of [12] and [13] on the true dimension of the free parameter being . But different from [1] , [12] , and [13] , the parameterization (14) is in state-space which involves only finite dimensional parameter matrices [confer (7)- (8) and (12)- (13)]. Thus, its manipulation can be easily performed without approximation. Since direct manipulation of transfer matrices is in general difficult, this state-space parameterization is essential for computing optimal
. ii) Together with Theorem 1, Theorem 2 provides a simpler state-space parameterization of all dual frame PR synthesis FBs than that of [5] . This is because the dimension of the free parameter transfer matrix in (14) is , instead of , and the searching space of is reduced by .
iii) It provides a technical tool for the analysis of optimal design of PR synthesis FB. See the next section for details.
To use Theorem 2 in design, one needs and to compute . Finding and that satisfy (12) has been considered in [24] , but the algorithm provided there is not easy to use since it involves singular value decomposition. A simpler algorithm based on QR factorization is provided in Appendix A.1, which is a trivial extension of the result in [24] .
IV. WEIGHTED OPTIMAL DESIGN OF PR SYNTHESIS FBS
Consider the polyphase equivalent of the oversampled FB given in Fig. 2 . For PR FBs satisfying , the reconstruction error is given by . As will be exemplified in later sections, most of the noise reduction design problems of PR synthesis FBs can be formulated as follows: Given an analysis FB , find a synthesis FB that minimizes , the norm of , subject to , where is a weighting transfer matrix. The norms to be considered in this paper are , and , which measure the gain from the weighted subband noises to the reconstruction error under different noise assumptions and error metrics as defined in Section II. Using Theorem 2, the above constrained optimization problem can be converted to an unconstrained one: (15) where and are as given in Theorem 2. This section will present a unified and simple solution for the cases of , and . Theorem 3: Let , , and be defined as above. Assume that is of full column rank on the unit circle. Then (16) is the unique optimal solution of (15) for and , and one of the optimal solutions for . Therefore, it is an optimal solution of (15) for , , . The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.2. Theorem 3 reveals an important property of the solution to (15) and provides a unified optimal solution for , , . The theorem below presents an alternative formula for direct computation of provided that is nonsingular for all . The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A.3. Theorem 4: Given an analysis FB and a weighting transfer matrix , the optimal PR synthesis FB that minimizes , for , is given by (17) where and is defined by . Remark 3: Theorems 3 and 4 show that the optimal solution for the three different norms defined above is the same and is given by , where is the pseudo-inverse of the augmented polyphase matrix , which can be easily computed by Theorem 1. While the optimal result is already provided in [1] , [7] , Theorem 4 reveals that the optimal solution is also an optimal and generalized solution. This is a striking property of noncausal PR synthesis FBs, which is in general not true for the filtering and control problems widely studied in the literature [14] , [15] , [18] , [21] where the filters and controllers are confined to the causal set.
Remark 4: i) Using the same argument as that of [7] , it is trivial to show that if satisfies the condition A1, then given in (17) is a dual frame of . Thus, the frame-theoretical analysis of the reconstruction error in relation to the subband noises presented in [7] carries over to without any change. For details of this analysis, the reader is referred to [7] . ii) As seen from Theorems 1 and 4, and hence are IIR in general. They can be FIR if and only if is unimodular [2] .
V. OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR KNOWN NOISES
Suppose that the blocked noise in Fig. 2 is WSS with PSD . Then the PSD of the reconstruction error is given by , and its power (semi)norm and peak norm are given respectively by (18) (19) Note that is positive real and can always be factorized as , where is a causal, stable and minimum phase transfer matrix. Hence, by Theorem 2 and the definitions of norm and generalized norm, and can be respectively written as It follows from Theorem 4 that given and (hence ), the optimal minimizing and is given by , where . This result for minimizing is also shown in [7] . However, even for the simplest case of white noise with , no numerically efficient algorithms exist for the general [1] . This section will combine the results of Theorems 1 and 4 to provide the state-space computational formulae for the design of optimal PR synthesis FB . Write and in the state-space form , and . Then the cascaded state-space realization [22] of and is given by (20) Define , where is the solution of the following Riccati equation (21) and . Let be the solution of the Lyapunov equation (22) Then the following theorem can be established.
Theorem 5: Suppose that the state-space model is given by (20) . Let , and be defined as above. Then the optimal PR synthesis FB minimizing is given by , where
Proof: The result follows immediately from applying Theorem 1 to the generalized system given in (20) .
If the PSD matrix of the noise is with being a positive definite constant matrix, then a more compact and simpler solution can be obtained. Let be the solution of the following Riccati equation (23) and define (24) Further, let be the solution of the Lyapunov equation (25) Then the following corollary can be established.
Corollary 1: Assume that the PSD matrix of the noise is with being a positive definite constant matrix. Then for a given , the PR synthesis FB minimizing is given by , where and are given by where and , and are defined by (23) , (24) , and (25), respectively.
VI. WORST-CASE DESIGN FOR UNKNOWN NOISES
In some applications, it is often unrealistic to obtain the PSD matrix of the noises. The method in the previous section is therefore infeasible. In such situations, the worst-case criterion is appropriate for the design of oversampled PR FBs, which has been widely used in signal processing and control [14] , [16] . In Section III, it is shown that the solution to the worst case design of the PR synthesis FB coincides with the canonical dual frame synthesis FBs given in Theorem 1. Hence, it is simpler than the standard filtering problem where causality is required. As seen from (18), depends on , the PSD of . When no information on is available except its power norm being bounded, the best one can do is to minimize the worst case power amplification given by (the system norm induced by the signal power norm) Therefore, the optimization problem is to find an from the set of all PR synthesis filter banks (causal and/or noncausal) such that is minimized. Theorem 6: Suppose that with a minimal realization satisfies the rank assumption A1 given in Lemma 2. Then the PR synthesis FB that minimizes is given by the canonical dual frame synthesis FB in Theorem 1, namely, , where and are given by (7) and (8), respectively. Proof: Recall in (14) of Theorem 2. Substituting to (16) in Theorem 3, we know that an optimal minimizing is given by Hence, the resulting optimal synthesis filter bank is , which was given in Theorem 1.
Theorem 6 reveals that the canonical dual frame synthesis FB in Theorem 1 is also optimal in the sense of worst case power amplification (the system norm induced by the signal power norm). The result is simpler than the well-known filtering design [14] - [16] . This is a striking property of the dual frame synthesis FB which allows non-causality. Note that the synthesis FB that minimizes is not unique and is just one of the optimal solutions.
VII. OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR SINGULAR WEIGHTING MATRIX
The weighting may be singular or almost singular with very large condition number. This happens, for example, when there are no noises in some channels a priori, or data from some subband channels are totally lost. In these cases, the state-space methods based on the generalized transfer matrix in Sections V and VI are not applicable. The optimal design now has to be done differently as described in the following corollary.
Corollary 2: Denote the canonical dual of . Then one of the optimal PR synthesis FBs, , that minimizes , for , and , is given by (26) where can be solved with Theorem 1 provided is of full column rank. Proof: Substituting given by (16) 
into in (14) gives
This completes the proof.
It follows from Corollary 2 that the pseudo-inverses of two transfer matrices, and , have to be computed using Theorem 1. One has to consider the numerical complexity. However, the computation of is usually simpler since the size of is , which is usually small.
VIII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
1) Example 1:
Consider the oversampled FB with channel number and decimation number , where are low-pass, bandpass and high-pass Butterworth filters generated respectively by MATLAB command , and
. The frequency responses of , and are shown in Fig. 3 . Using the algorithm in Appendix A.1, and are computed and is consequently obtained, by (13) , as It follows from Theorem 1 that [see the first equation shown at the bottom of the page]. Thus, by Theorem 2, the set of all PR synthesis FBs is given by (27) where is any stable 2 1 transfer matrix. As discussed before, the parameterization (27) is quite useful for practical design of synthesis FBs, since the only freedom is to choose to satisfy the design criteria. To see how the noise spectral information in Sections V and VI affects the optimal synthesis FB, consider four different values of as follows:
The optimal synthesis filters for (the white noises), , and are given below, and their frequency responses are shown in Fig. 4(a)-(d It follows from Theorem 6 that the synthesis filters by the worst case design are given by (28), the same as that of . As seen from Fig. 4(a) , the frequency response of the three filters are 'balanced.' Roughly speaking, the noises with are much larger in the first channel than in others. To fully reject the noise from the first channel, the optimal solution is , but the synthesis filters have to satisfy the PR constraint, hence cannot be zero. Fig. 4(b) shows that the norm of is still much smaller than others although it cannot be zero. Similarly, the noises with are much larger in the second channel than in others. Fig. 4(c) where and is any stable 2 1 transfer matrix.
For this example, we first consider a non-constant weighting transfer matrix. Let Then, using Theorem 5, the following optimal synthesis filters are obtained for the above . See the equation at the bottom of the page, and . Next, we consider the optimal synthesis filters for the following different 's: The frequency responses of the optimal synthesis filters for the noises with (white noises), , and are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(d) , and their coefficients are given in Tables I-IV, respectively . Because is unimodular, these filters are FIR.
As seen from Table I and Fig. 6(a) , and are the same. Fig. 6(b) and (c) show that does not change much when the weighing of the first channel is increased. This is different from Example 1 where may be 'small' when the noise are 'large'. The reason is that is designed to satisfy the PR constraint first. For Example 2, there is no redundancy for . On the other hand, if is chosen, corresponding to a 'large' noise in the third channel, Fig. 6(d) shows that is very 'small', which could be viewed as reducing the noise. Tables I and   IV , respectively. Since these FBs are designed for the noise PSDs and , respectively, they are referred to as FBS1 and FBS4 here. The FBS1 and FBS4 are subject to the same subband noises with PSD and the same sinusoidal input signal. The corresponding input signal , reconstructed signal and reconstruction errors are plotted in Fig. 7 . As seen from the plots, FBS1 performs poorly because it is designed with , i.e., no noise weighting in optimization; whereas FBS4 gives much better reconstruction since it is designed with the optimal noise weighting . The calculation of SNR shows that SNR (12.8558 dB) and SNR (69.4361 dB). The optimal design boosts the SNR by over 16 times.
IX. CONCLUSION
Optimal noise reduction in general (IIR or FIR) PR oversampled FBs has been studied in this paper. Using a new state-space parameterization of all dual frame PR synthesis FBs, the generic formulation and general solution of the optimal PR synthesis FBs for noise reduction have been presented. Two classes of subband noises under three different measures of noise reduction have been addressed using the general solution. The optimal solution and state-space based efficient design method are obtained for each case, and the relations between different cases are analyzed and revealed. Extensive examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the obtained design methods.
The results of this paper have provided deeper insight into the optimal subband noise reduction in oversampled FBs, which can be generalized to the study of noise reduction in generic frames. The technical tools of this paper can also be extended to other optimal design problems such as the optimal noise reduction in oversampled FBs. These results will be presented elsewhere.
APPENDIX
A1. Algorithm for Computing
and in (12) - (13) Recall that , , , and . Step 1. Apply QR factorization to obtain where is lower triangular, and is co-isometry, that is, .
Step 2. Take and generated by the above algorithm satisfy (12) .
Proof: The first equation of (12) follows from
The second equation of (12) 
